3-DIMENSIONAL LINK TO THE UJJAIN SYMBIOTIC CITY

Facility is a compact, high density, mixed-use, green building with rooftop solar panel & rain water harvesting developed on TOD principles. Walkable & accessible distance from transit centers & stations.

5 Bays BRTS Transfer Stations
20000 SqM. Government office space
36100 SqM. Retail
30 Departure Based Regional Bus Terminal

Multi-Modal Transit Hub

2050 Employment
500 ECS Mall
300 Mt. Pedestrian path
85% Recharge Rain Water Harvesting,
3000 SqM. Street Width Zone
3000 SqM. Parking Space

Incentive for mixed-use TOD development by private efforts on 114 acres of net TOD area generating revenue from premium on FAR.

5.2 km of bus based mass transit system
Segregated Bus Lanes
Cycle Track
Pedestrian Paths
Multi-function Zone
Pedestrian Friendly Active Front Age Zones

1.2 km
45 mt. wide BRTS Route
5.0 km
30 mt. wide BRTS Route
7.68 km
Existing P.T. route network

TYPICAL 45 MT WIDE BRTS ROAD SECTION

PROPOSED BRTS NETWORK

3.05 km
45 mt. wide
3.58 km
30 mt. wide
4.41 km
24 mt. wide
42.46 km
20 mt. wide & less

PROPOSED ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE